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1996-1997 Faculty & Staff
(More information can accessed from our faculty and staff

pages.)

Regular Faculty

Professors

Gordon S. Beavers

Roger L. Fosdick

William L. Garrard

Richard D. James

Daniel D. Joseph, 

Russell J. Penrose Professor,  
Regents' Professor

Thomas S. Lundgren

Tayfun E. Tezduyar

Distinguished McKnight

University Professor

Theodore A. Wilson

Associate Professors

Amy E. Alving

Gary J. Balas

Graham V. Candler

Perry H. Leo

Ellen K. Longmire

Lev Truskinovsky

Thomas W. Shield



Yiyuan Zhao

Akerman Professor of Design

Andrew Vano

Adjunct Associate Professor

Dale F. Enns

Professor Emeritus

J. L. Ericksen

Philip G. Hodge, Jr.

C.C. Hsiao

Robert Plunkett

William H. Warner

Associate Professor Emeritus

Eugene Stolarik

Temporary Faculty

Assistant Professors

Shahrouz K. Aliabadi

Marek Behr

Jacques Belanger

Ian Fialho

Andrew Johnson

Yohannes Ketema

Donald Webster

Gregory Wolodkin

Jang-Horng Yu

Research Staff

Postdoctoral Associates

Runyuan Bai

Hyung Gwon Choi



Gustavo Gioia

Yi Jian Huang

David Kolman

Thomas Little

Ying Nan

Joseph Olejniczak

Tatiana Wilensky

Michael Wright

Research Associates

Michael Arney

Kent Danielson

Yadong Huang

Vinay Kalro

Thomas Posbergh

Stephen Ray

Michael Schwartz

Research Fellows

Ling Jiang

Yasushi Nakabayashi

Research Specialists

Giuseppe Puglisi

Raffaella Rizzoni

Technical Staff

Dave Hultman, Managing Research Engineer

Ray Muno, Scientist

John Tucker, Scientist

Pam Schumacher, Scientist

Steve Nunnally, Principal Lab

Machinist



Machinist
Administrative Staff

Dan Hegland 
Senior Accountant

Janna Larson 
Secretarial Assistant

Leslie Petrus 
Secretarial Assistant

Ruth Robinson 
Senior Office Supervisor

Donna Rosenthal 
Senior Administrative 
Director

Greg Swieringa 
Applications Programmer

Part-time Administrative Staff

Heide Burns, 
Executive Assistant

Andrea Thrall, 
Student Accounts Assistant

Randi Quanbeck, 
Community Programs 
Specialist

Head

William L. Garrard

Associate Head

Theodore A. Wilson

Director of Undergraduate Studies

Perry H. Leo

Director of Graduate Studies

Ellen Longmire
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Academics: Where are We Now?
AEM Undergraduate Program

The BAEM program cleared 34 students for graduation during

the 1996-97 school year. In Fall 1996, 27 new juniors were

admitted to the upper division program. The job market

continues to look strong in aerospace engineering and so we

expect and hope enrollments will increase in the next few

years. A student's academic progress continues to be

monitored using the University generated Academic Progress

Audit Report System (APARS). This report is in another trial

period on the part of the Office of the Registrar whereby the

student is given a copy of the report at the time of making

application for graduation. The student is then held

responsible for following up on any necessary course of

action to insure his/her own graduation. The advisor, DUGS,

and the 107 main office staff will be available to assist if the

student needs any help or advice. Semester Conversion in Fall

1999, will call for some necessary preparation for students

who will be here past Spring of 1998, because of some new

courses which will be offered in the last year of the quarter

system, and the change in amount of credits assigned to

courses under semesters. Our goal is to make the transition as

smooth as possible.

AEM Graduate Program

Last fall, the Department welcomed 12 new students into the

Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics graduate programs.

Five of the students were from the U.S., and the others came

from Greece, Iceland, India, Japan, China, Russia, and the

Ukraine.

Over the past year, the Department awarded 13 Ph.D. degrees

and 13 M.S. degrees. (9 Ph.D.'s in Aerospace Engineering, 4

Ph.D's in Mechanics, 9 M.S. in Aerospace Engineering, and 4

M.S. in Mechanics). The job market was extremely strong,

and a number of graduates moved on to positions in industry

(aerospace as well as other fields), government laboratories,

and academia. Several master's graduates and at least one

Ph.D. graduate moved on to additional studies in AEM, the

UM Medical School, and elsewhere.



Wendy Grebner and Greg Weirs represented the Department
on the UM Council of Graduate Students. In addition, Ali
Naughton and Wendy Grebner were active in organizing
professional development and social activities for AEM
graduate students. A number of graduate students participated
in service activities, including visits to elementary schools, as
well as instructional tours and lab demonstrations for
elementary school students visiting AEM.
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AEM Notes

President's Distinguished Faculty Mentor
Program

The President's Distinguished Faculty Mentor Program

(PDFMP) links high-ability students of color with

distinguished faculty member who serve as mentors for

personal and professional growth and assists the scholars in

meeting the intellectual challenges of an academic career at

the University of Minnesota's Twin Cities. It provides a

dynamic out of classroom learning experience that enhances

the quality of academic life and humanizes and personalizes

the University environment. Students sponsored this year,

along with their mentors were:

Jeanne Cloud -- Professors Garrard and Vano, Faculty

Mentors

Jeanne Cloud, who is a member of the Chippewa Nation, has
transferred from CLA to Aerospace Engineering and
Mechanics to get her degree and hopes to become an
astronaut. She will start this journey in the fall of 1997 by
undertaking a co-op program at NASA's John F. Kennedy
Space Center . The NASA Cooperative Education Program
has about 60 students and she will be one of ten new students
this fall. The NASA co-op program alternates three or four
months of employment at NASA with a period of study at their
home universities. While she is there, she will help investigate
hypervelocity impacts on heat panels of space shuttles.

Conversion to Semesters

The new BAEM degree program under semesters was

approved by the IT curriculum committee this spring. This

program will go into effect in the Fall of 1999. The Lower

Division requirements include 4 semesters of calculus and

ODEs, 3 semesters of physics and 1 of chemistry, as well as

biology, electrical engineering, computer programming and

introductory material science. The first flight mechanics

course has been moved into the spring semester of the



sophomore year to give students an earlier taste of aerospace

engineering.

The Upper Division is mainly AEM required courses, which

include fluid mechanics, aerodynamics, propulsion and

structures. The fall semester of the junior year now includes a

dynamics course with emphasis on space flight. The

laboratory courses have been significantly changed. There will

be two required laboratory courses, the first concentrating on

instrumentation and computer data acquisition, while the

second will focus on measuring the behavior of fluids and

solids. The senior year includes a full year of design and three

technical electives.

Job Posting on the Web

Visit our Job Posting Website to see job postings that have

been sent to the AEM Department. We encourage you to take

advantage of this website if you are looking for a job, or if

you are an employer who has job openings that you would

like to post.

Other News ...

Dr. Donald Webster, a Temporary Assistant Professor in AEM

for the last two years, will start in a tenure track position as

Assistant Professor in the School of Civil and Environmental

Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology in

September, 1997.

Dr. Greg Wolodkin, a temporary Assistant Professor for the

past year, will begin work for Mathworks in Natick, Mass.

Over the last year, the AEM department has made significant

upgrades to its data and communications network. In a joint

project with Mechanical Engineering, we installed an ATM

backbone network that is directly connected with the

Universities growing ATM infrastructure. The University is in

the process of migrating from its legacy network based on

Ethernet and FDDI to a fully meshed, fault tolerant ATM

implementation. In addition to this, the University is a

participant in vBNS and Internet 2 which will broaden the

reach of the high speed network to institutions around the

country. Access to the high speed network will allow us to

better serve students working on large data intensive projects,

e.g. large ProEngineer projects for the Capstone Design

course. In addition, faculty will have the faster network to

facilitate collaborative projects with colleagues at other

institutions around the country.



Alumni News
Abbas Alahyari (Ph.D. 1995) is a Research Engineer at BOC
Corporation in Murray Hill, NJ.

Alan Bartos received his bachelors degree in AEM December
1987. He is currently supporting shuttle missions from Johnson
Space Center as a Flight Activities Officer (FAO). The FAO
writes and manages the flight plan, which is the shuttle's on-orbit
schedule or timeline. Among the various flights Alan supports, he
is the lead FAO for STS-82, the second Hubble Space Telescope
servicing mission scheduled for February 1977. In addition, he is
a Texas Army National Guard Captain, flying Blackhawk
helicopters with the lst/149th Aviation Battation.

Col. Donald D. Carlson who received his bachelors degree here
and his masters degree from Princeton, passed away November
16th, 1996. He was in the Air Force for many years. He was a
fighter pilot in WWII and worked as an engineer and test pilot
after that. His career included working on top-secret work at the
Pentagon during the Vietnam War; serving as an advisor to
Lyndon Johnson on surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles; and
working as an engineer with NASA. After retiring from the
military, he was president of Research Inc. and then moved on to
consulting work for electronics and marketing firms.

Gene Austin (L) and Steve Cook (R) accepting  
the ASA Special chair's award.

Steve Cook (BAEM, 1990) of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center X-vehicle program, accepted with Gene Austin the
Aerospace States Association Special Chair's Award, for their



work on the advanced technology launch vehicle being built by
Lockheed-Martin Corporation.

Jorge Encalada (B.A.E.M. 1981), is the Manager of the Flight
Controls section of the Aerospace Corporation in Los Angeles,
California.

Howard Hu (Ph.D., Aero. Eng., 1992), is presently an Assistant
Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. He is the recipient of
The Young Scientist Multiphase Breakthrough Award in 1998. He
is recognized for pioneering contributions to direct numerical
simulations of the motion of particles in Newtonian and
viscoelastic flows in which the fluid and particle motions are
determined without approximation from their respective
equations of motion. The award will be presented at the
International Conference on Multiphase Flow in 1998 in Lyon,
France.

William J. Kirscher (B.S. 1989) worked for the Johnson Space
Center in Houston for 6 l/2 years and is now currently working
for Hughes Information Technology Systems in Denver, CO.

Jeff Koss (M.S. Aero. Eng. 1981) is at the Eglin AFB in Florida.
He anticipates being made a Lt. Col. this summer and will be
attending the Defense Systems Management College in Virginia
in the fall.

Thomas A. Konicke (B.S. 1980; M.S. Aero. Eng. 1993), is at the
Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Command at Kirtland
AFB in Alburquerque, NM. He is a program/test manager for
AIM-9X which is a new IR missile.

Nathan Rich, who received his BAEM degree in 1993, went on
to get his MA degree in Science, Technology and Public Policy
from the George Washington University in May of 1995. He
began working as a Data Technician for Interferometrics Inc. at
the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, DC, in February
of 1996, working on the LASCO instrument on the SOHO
spacecraft (Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph).

Peter John Torvik, (B.S. 1960, Aero; M.S. 1962, PhD 1965 ,
Mechanics & Materials), recently retired after 32 years on the
faculty of the Air Force Institute of Technology. While at
Minnesota, he was employed in virtually every possible student
capacity: Engineering Assistant, Engineer, Teaching Assistant,
Research Assistant, Fellow and Instructor. His doctoral
dissertation was written under the guidance of Professor Plunkett.
In 1964, he took a faculty position at AFIT in the Department of
Mechanics, later merged with other departments and reorganized
into a Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics. He was
promoted to Professor in 1973 and served as Department Head
from 1980 to 1990, at which time he returned to the faculty.
During the time he was head, the AFIT department alternated
with the departments at Stanford and MIT as the three largest in



the country in terms of graduate degrees awarded annually.
Honors received by Professor Torvik included election as Fellow
of the ASME (1986), Fellow of the AIAA (1991), and Air Force
Medals for Meritorious Civilian Service (1984), Exceptional
Civilian Service (1991) and Outstanding Career Service (1996).
He served regularly as an ABET program evaluator in Aerospace
Engineering.

Susan Schmitt (BAEM 1989, M.S. Aero. Eng 1991), is currently
at Boeing working on their new 747-X.

Terry Weber (B.A.E.M. 1981) has been at the Eglin AFB as the
MDA unit chief for F-15 support and was assigned the
Contractor Test Director for the X-36 aircraft. He will be moving
to Edwards Air Force base in the summer.

We'd like to hear what you're doing, where you are,
etc. You can either send the information to Donna
Rosenthal, Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics,
University of Minnesota, 110 Union St. SE,
Minneapolis, MN 55455; send e-mail to Donna, or fax
to (612)-626-1558. We'll make sure that it gets in our
next newsletter.
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Chairman's Corner

During the past year, several readers remarked on the

discouraging tone of my last Chairman's Corner. I was pleased

to find out that my column is read and I am also pleased to be

much more upbeat this year. After a great deal of turmoil,

most of the troubling issues which were on our plate last year

have been resolved in a positive way. The Legislature and

Governor were much more supportive of the University this

year, the tenure dispute has been resolved, we have a new

President and a reconstituted Board of Regents, and there

seems to be a feeling of cautious optimism among the

members of the University community. External research

funding for the Department continues to increase and our

research expenditures per faculty member jumped from

$125,130 in 1994-95 to $183,656 in 1995-96 the most recent

year we have data for. This places us second, behind Chemical

Engineering and Materials Science, in all of the Engineering

Departments. This a real contrast to 1991-92 when our

expenditures were $63,029 per faculty member and we were

lowest of the Engineering Departments. Although the number

of students majoring in AEM has declined, we teach statics,

dynamics, and deformable body mechanics as service courses

to most engineering majors and of the five engineering

departments we are third - ahead of Electrical and Mechanical

Engineering - in student credit hours taught per faculty

member. Our number of majors seems to have stabilized or

even increased slightly. The job market is booming and with

the successful mission to Mars, interest in aerospace appears

to be increasing.

Our faculty members continue to receive honors and awards.

This year Professor Tayfun Tezduyar was named a

Distinguished McKnight University Professor. Only six of



Distinguished McKnight University Professor. Only six of
these awards were given to University of Minnesota faculty
members. The McKnight Professorships are funded by the
McKnight Foundation and the Permanent University Fund
and are designed to "honor the University's finest mid-career
faculty scholars." Tayfun is a leading figure in flow simulation
and modeling and is Director of the Army High Performance
Computing Research Center headquartered at the University.
Professor Amy Alving was named a White House Fellow. The
White House Fellow program was established by President
Lyndon Johnson with the intent of drawing individuals of
exceptionally high promise to Washington for one year of
personal involvement in the process of government. Fellows
typically work directly for top Executive Branch Officials
filling a special assistant role. Amy will be working with the
Deputy Secretary (designate) of the Commerce Department.
Each year there are about 1,000 applicants for only 11 to 19
fellowships. Although not a member of our faculty, we were
happy to learn that Ted Davis, Dean of IT, was named Regents
Professor, the highest academic rank at the University of
Minnesota. Former IT Dean and Senior Vice President Jim
Infante will be joining Vanderbilt University as Dean of Arts
and Sciences.

We will be converting from quarters to semesters in 1999 and
this year we had to redesign our curriculum. This required a
great deal of work by all of the faculty, but we are especially
grateful to Dr. Tom Shield for overseeing this major project.
The details of our new program are given in this Newsletter. It
is no secret that Engineering is becoming more global and this
is also true of our Department. We now have many more
exchange programs, research collaborations, and visiting
scholars than ever before and some of these activities are
described later.

State support for the infrastucture of the Department -
equipment, maintenance, and supplies - is still not adequate
and we depend on gifts as an important way of supplementing
state funds. This year we were very fortunate to receive a
number of gifts from our alumni and friends including a large
donation from Dick DeLeo and his wife Shirley. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all of our supporters. Your
support is much appreciated by all of us. One of our goals to
keep in closer contact with our graduates. Please keep in
touch by providing us with items for our Alumni News. You
can do that by sending e-mail to Donna Rosenthal, or by fax
at (612) 626-1558. And thank you for visiting our site here on
the world wide web.
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Control Science and Dynamical
Systems (CSDy)
Interdepartmental Ph.D. Program

The CSDy Interdepartmental Ph.D. Program provides an
opportunity for interdisciplinary research in control science
and dynamical system theory. The program coordinates
scholarly and scientific activity in these areas within IT and
the University and coordinates its activities with industrial
firms in the Minnesota region. CSDy faculty are drawn from
the Departments of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics,
Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Mechanical
Engineering, as well as from the Departments of Computer
Science, Mathematics and Statistics, all in IT, and from the
Departments of Economics and Political Science in the fields
of behavioral and societal systems. The Co-Directors of the
CSDy Center are Prof. Gary J. Balas (AEM) and Prof.
Tryphon Georgiou (EE).

This has been an exciting year for the CSDy Program. We
have rekindled our long standing relationship with Honeywell.
As a result, Honeywell has provided a generous gift of
$10,000 to help support our seminar series. Each quarter
during the 1997-98 school year, three speakers will be invited
to jointly visit the University of Minnesota and Honeywell.
We look forward to working with Honeywell and the Control
Science and Dynamical Systems Center in the coming year.

All of the CSDy faculty are actively involved in research. One
such research program has Dr. Balas teamed with the Control
Science and Dynamical Systems Department at Caltech on a
AFOSR Partnership for Research Excellence and Transition
grant entitled "Robust Nonlinear Control Theory with
Applications to Aerospace Vehicles." The focus of this
program is on fundamental research in general methods of
analysis and design of complex uncertain nonlinear systems.

Currently, the CSDy Program has 12 students pursuing the
Ph.D. The majority of these students are Research Assistants
working with their advisors on various research projects. In
the 1996-97 school year, one CSDy student received a
Graduate School Fellowship: Jiecai Lui (advised by E.B. Lee,
EE). One student was admitted during the 1996-97 school



year, Andrew Barber, and two students received the Ph.D
degree: Haken Fer (Dale Enns, AEM) and Sue Woon Kim
(Ernest Bruce Lee, EE). Two students have been admitted to
the CSDy Program for 1997-1998, and also, Professor Balas
will again serve as CSDy Director of Graduate Studies.

For more information regarding the Control Science and
Dynamical Systems Program send e-mail to Janna Larson, or
contact her at (612)-625-3364. Or, visit the CSDy web page.
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Degrees Granted 1996-97

Bachelor of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics

Summer Session I, 1996  
Steven Arthur Hauck 
Derek Verle Langseth 
Cory Allan Shantz  

Summer Session II, 1996  
Albert John Born 
Jeffrey Alan Jackson, cum laude 
Brandon F. Powell, cum laude 
Andrew Karl Wilhelm Rekow, with distinction  

Fall, 1996  
Nathaniel David Diedrich 
Selamat Djingga 
Huy Truong Nguyen 
Jonas Paulen Bergen 
Paul Hung Thanh Tran

Winter, 1997  
Kelly Ann Elblein 
Eric John Kaduce 
Shawn Paul Knepper 
Jeffrey Brent Swanson 
Brian James Tutt 

Spring, 1997  
Kristen Sue Alberts  
Aaron John McMillan  
Sarah Jane Braasch  
Xuan-Tuoc Nyugen  
Bernard Flores Calamug  
Therese Mary Oconer  
Brian Glenn Damiani  
Michael M. Ondrey, Jr.  
Jessica Ann Gallagher  
Krystyna Helen Shudy  
Jacob James Hageman  
William Charles Spetch  



Mary Eileen Hayden  
Kevin Grant Walker  
Kenneth Russell Jensen, Jr.  
Anthony Kam-Loong Wong  
Hoilum Helen Lee  
Matt Oliverius  

Doctor of Philosophy

Jinfu Hu, Mech. 
Vinay Kalro, Aero E. 
Yong-Ren Pu, Mech 
Mark John Hill, Mech. 
Zadok Zalach Hougui, Aero.E.Yijian Huang, Mech.  
Arun Kumar, Mech.  
Depak Bose, Aero. E.  
Anthony Pilon, Aero.E.  
Steven Anderson, Aero. E.  
Michael Rollin Jackson, Aero E. 
Joseph Olejniczak, Aero. E. 
Andrew Mahlin Wissink, Aero. E. 
Michael James Wright, Aero. E.

Master of Science

Sanjay Pahuja, Mech.  
Bo Li, Mech.  
Jose Guitian, Mech.  
Janet Elizabeth Foster, Mech.  
James Matthew Pipkin, Aero. E.  
Jeffrey Michael Barker, Aero. E. 
Fred Michael Moeller, Aero. E. 
Alan Scott Estenson, Aero. E. 
Taehwan Ko, Aero E.  
Trevor G. Seipp, Aero.E.  
Petros Tratskas, Aero. E.  
Chris Waters, Aero. E.  
Donald Clarence Johnson, Aero. E.
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Donations: Your Dollars at Work

Prof. Beavers, Richard De Leo and Rich Hatfield at 

a recognition reception in June.

Richard V. and Shirley J. De Leo made a major donation to the

department for an endowed scholarship program in Aerospace

Engineering and Mechanics. Richard received his B.S. in 1946

and his M.S. in 1948, both in Aerospace Engineering. He was a

project scientist for the University of Minnesota Rosemount

Laboratories (see special section, below) from 1947-1957. From

1957 to 1988, he was a research engineer and vice president for

aeronautical research at Rosemount Inc/Emerson Electric.

Donations: You Can Make a Difference:

Donations can be made anytime during the year and sent to the

University of Minnesota Foundation, 1300 S. 2nd St., Ste. 200,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. Just designate

the fund you wish to support. Checks should be made payable to

the University of Minnesota. The funds to which you can

contribute are as follows:

AEM Program Support: Used as the main source of

discretionary funds to support all funds. Fund No. 3739



Aeronautical Class of 1943 Wind Tunnel Fund: Created by the

Class of 1943 to defray costs of a new wind tunnel and

instrumentation. Fund No. 3585

The Chester Gaskell Aeronautical Engineering Scholarship
Fund: Used for undergraduate scholarships for outstanding first-

year aerospace students. Fund No. 2898

The John D. Akerman Memorial Fund: Supports the Akerman

Professor of Design of our year-long capstone senior design

course. Fund No. 3191

The AEM Laboratory Equipment Fund: Used to purchase

instructional and research equipment. Fund No. 2500

The AEM Excellence Fund: Used to sponsor lectureships by

distinguished individuals in aerospace engineering and

mechanics. Please note that this fund also supports the Sethna

Lecture. Fund No. 2281

The B.J. Lazan Fund: Supports activities that promote

faculty/student interactions and educational activities.

If you would like information about estabilishing a Unitrust with

the University of Minnesota Foundation, contact Richard

Hatfield, Director of Development and External relations, at 1-

800-587-3884, and 1-612-624-5537.

We were able to award three scholarships to incoming freshman

from funds in the AEM Program Support, Erick Swanson,

Benjamin Wagner, and Chad Martin.

This year the AEM Laboratory Equipment fund was used to

purchase a variety of equipment. We purchased two Pentium

based machines to supplement the computers in our main

computer lab. These run Linux as their operating system and are

fully integrated with the other Unix workstations in the

department. In addition, fiber optic cabling was installed to

connect the student computer lab to the new ATM based

department network. Also purchased were a 2.6 GB magento-

optical storage device and additional storage space for our newly

purchased instructional file server. These are used to supplement

the online storage available to our students, both in our

departmental network and in the IT provided student labs.

Amounts:

2 Pentium 166Mhz workstations $7,744

Fiber optic cabling $1,070

Server disk upgrades $1,807

Magneto-optical drive $ 733



Aeronautical class of 1943 Wind Tunnel
Fund

Improvements continue to be made on the department's 100
horsepower closed return wind tunnel. The prop and pitch control
assembly was completely overhauled a few years ago, and we
installed a flow conditioning section consiting of honeycomb and
screens to improve flow in the test section. This year we are
having two test sections fabricated by Engineering Laboratory
Design in Lake City, MN. The test sections will be removable,
one will be instrumented with a force balance, for measuring lift
and drag. The other will have a 3-axis traverse that can be
computer controlled to take flow measurements at prescribed
points in the flowstream.

The current motor is fifty years old, and there is currently no
method to control the motor's speed. Tunnel speed is controlled
by changing the pitch of the prop, with the motor always running
at full speed. A new motor which will incorporate a frequency
inverter that would allow the motor speed to be varied is needed.
This will reduce noise, and improve flow quality at lower tunnel
speeds. This conversion will cost around $25,000.

Vanes in the diffusers are needed to help reduce separation at
faster tunnel speeds and further improve flow quality in the test
section. It would cost around $500,000.00 to replace the tunnel,
so it is a wise investment to maintain and improve it.

A Look Back: The Rosemount
Laboratories



On March 18, 1948, University of

Minnesota President J. L. Morrill placed the

University's seal to the deed of a piece of

property near Rosemount, Minnesota which

in subsequent years was to become known

as one of the finest aeronautical research

laboratories in the country. This official act

concluded 2 years of active negotiations

between the U.S. Government and

University of Minnesota officials. John D.

Akerman played a major role in obtaining

this piece of property previously known as

the Gopher Ordinance Works. At the time of

the transfer, the property totalled 8,000 acres

and the materials had a scrap value of nearly

$10 million. There were 55 miles of roads,

26 miles of railroad tracks, close to 200

buildings, a fully equipped hospital, 25 staff

homes, shops of all kinds, a steam plant,

sewage plant, etc.

Several wind tunnels were built on this

property, along with other related

aeronautical research facilities. These

tunnels had the capability to operate from

the transsonic range into the hypersonic.

Over the years, this facility has held major

research contracts with most of the

aerospace companies and the military

services. The RAL operation was staffed

primarily by Faculty members from the

Aeronautical Engineering Department and

their students. This staff and the facilities

were very active in the late 1940s and

through the 1950s, often doing nearly a

million dollars in research during a given

year. Today Rosemount is essentially closed,

though some local companies use parts of

the property and from time to time the

University of Minnesota has some special

need for its facilities.



Global Engineering Education
Connections
Dr. Jacques Boree is a researcher from C.N.R.S. (Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique) in Toulouse, France,
where he has been conducting scientific research in fluid
dynamics since 1990. He is visiting AEM to investigate
particle-laden turbulent flows in collaboration with Professor
Ellen Longmire.

Antonio DeSimone, a 1992 PhD graduate in Mechanics from
the AEM Department, has visited twice this year to work on
several research projects on the development of "magneto-
memory" materials under the direction of Professor James, his
former thesis adviser. He is from Rome, Italy.

Sylvain Loyer, a student from ENSAE (ECOLE National
Superieure De l'Aeronautique et de l'Espace), in Toulouse,
France is here on an Internship. He is a trainee in an end-of
study project whose aim is to ensure a practical application of
the teaching at ENSAE without the employer profiting
directly from the presence of the trainee in his company or
university. The training programs are established in
accordance with the director of ENSAE and are directly
related to the student's options or specialization. The AEM
Department Head, William Garrard, and the Department itself,
is hosting Mr. Loyer.

Yasushi Nakabayashi is a Research Fellow, from Japan. He is
stationed at the Army High Performance Computer Research
Center, to carry out research under Professor Tezduyar in
parallel finite element computation of fluid dynamics
problems, using supercomputers such as the CRAY
T3D,Thinking Machines CM-5, and SGI Onyx. He is
incorporating stabilized finite element formulations to existing
flow simulation programs, and applying them to a series of
test problems of practical interest.

Ralph Paul, a visiting student from Stuttgart, Germany was
with AEM for 8 months to do research in the area of flight
control of tailless aircraft, under the direction of Professor
Garrard.



Guiseppe Puglisi is a PhD student from Italy. He was on a

scholarship from the Italian government to conduct research

in the US for the completion of his degree in Italy. His field of

study is in Mechanics and it was under the direction of

Professors James and Truskinovsky. His work with Professor

James was on the foundations of statistical mechanics.

Raffaella Rizzoni is a PhD student from Italy. She was on a

scholarship from the Italian government to conduct research

in the US for the completion of her degree in Italy. She

studied martenstic phase transformations in thin films under

the direction of Professors James and Truskinovsky.

Takashi Sawao, a visiting graduate student from the

University of Tokyo in Japan, has joined the research group in

aerospace engineering at the AHPCRC under the direction of

Professor Tezduyar.
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Recipients of Graduate Student
Awards for 1996-97

Graduate School Fellowship

April Russell - National Graduate Feeder, Program

Fellowship

Janet Foster, CIC/GE Predoctoral Fellowship

Donald Johnson, National Graduate Feeder, Program

Fellowship

Minnesota Space Grant Consortium Fellowships

Donald Johnson, AEM

Gloria Martizez-Arizala, Physics

Janet Foster, AEM

April Russel, AEM

Control Science and Dynamical Systems
Fellowships

Jiecai Lui

Graduate Student Notes
Wendy Grebner was awarded an Engineering Dissertation

Fellowship by the American Association of University

Women. The working title of her dissertation is "Experimental

Investigatoin of the Strain Field Near a Notch Tip in Metallic

Single Crystals".

The Opportunities Day for Girls, sponsored by the Program

for Women in the Institute of Technology, focused on Looking
Towards the Future on April 19th. It was organized by

graduate students Wendy Grebner, Alexandra Naughton, and

Kosti Hennighausen. The event brings elementary school and

junior high girls to campus for a half-day of hands-on



activities. This year, the girls participated in either fluids or
solids experiments. The solid mechanics group performed
experiments on composite materials, where they learned how
fiber orientation affects strength. The fluids group watched a
wind tunnel demonstration and performed experiments in the
water channel. The girls were able to make hypotheses about
flow behavior and test these hypotheses with flow
visualization. The department presenters included Greg Weirs,
Shing Ngan, Kevin Hane, Manoj Nagulapally, Pam
Schumacher, Ryan Vartanian, and Jenny Cordina.

Alexandra Naughton, a graduate student in the AEM
Department, worked on recruiting female graduate students
during winter quarter. She also organized seminars for
graduate students on presentation skills and career options.

Deb Olejniczak and Wendy Grebner visited Roosevelt
Elementary School for a career exploration day, Wendy
Grebner and Alexandra Naughton spoke at classes at
Roseville High School.

Scott Doudrick and Jerry Brenden talked to three classes at a
St. Paul School about Aerospace.

During IT Week, Jerry Brenden did a wind tunnel
demonstration and Scott Doudrick did a rocket demonstration
for part of the Department tours for about 200 high school
students.
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Honors, Awards and Presentations

The Department and the Army High Performance Computing

Research Center (AHPCRC) received the 1996 Commander's
Educational Award for Excellence from the US Army Soldier

Systems Command for having

"distinguished itself as a leader in addressing

problems such as parachute modeling, establishing

programs for collaborative research between

academia and Army researchers, and providing

training for the next generation of researchers."

Professors Tezduyar and Garrard and Drs. Kalro, Johnson and
Aliabadi were the Department and AHPCRC members

responsible for this award. 

Prof. Tezduyar (3rd from left) with (from left to right)
University of Minnesota President Nils Hasselmo and Board
of Regents Members Michael O'Keefe and Thomas Reagan.

Tayfun E. Tezduyar received the 1997 Distinguished McKnight

University Professorship. This Professorship recognizes and

rewards outstanding mid-career faculty who have achieved full

professor status. Professor Tezduyar is a leading figure in flow

simulation and modeling, finite element and parallel computing



methods, and developing advanced flow simulation tools to
address technological issues involving fluid mechanics
applications. These applications range from fluid-particle
interactions to aerodynamic interactions between a paratrooper
and an aircraft to stability of vehicles carrying sloshing liquids.
He is currently Director of the Army High Performance
Computing Research Center headquartered at the University.

Professor Amy Alving will begin work as a 1997-98 White
House Fellow in Washington starting September 1, 1997. The
White House Fellow program was initiated in 1964 by
President Lyndon B. Johnson at the suggestion of John W.
Gardner, former President of the Carnegie Corporation and has
been regarded as the most prestigious fellowship for leadership
and public service in the United States. Its intent is to entice
exceptional individuals to Washington for a one-year personal
involvement in the governmental process to give them the
experience of having a close look at how the federal
government works. Fellows are assigned to the staff of the
Executive Office of the President and to Cabinet-level
departments such as State, Defense, Treasury, and labor. They
also work in smaller, specialized agencies the FBI, CIA, NASA
and the Small Business Administration. Fellows typically work
directly for top Executive Branch officials, filling a special
assistant role. Each year, there are about 1000 applicants for 11
to 19 fellowships. These applications are processed by the staff
of the White House Fellows Program and screened by former
Fellows from all over the country. Candidates are judged on the
basis of their professional, academic, athletic, artistic and other
accomplishments, and on their demonstrated interest in public
service; Approximately 130 of the most promising applicants
are selected for interviews by 10-12 regional panels composed
of leading citizens from each region. Based on the results of
these interviews, candidates are selected to be national finalists
who are interviewed by the President's Commission on White
House Fellowships who then recommends to the President
those individuals it finds most qualified for the Fellowship.
Finally, there comes the placement week where the Fellows go
through interviews with the staff of the Executive Office of the
President for the appointed jobs. At the end of the Fellowship
year, most Fellows return to their homes and their former
occupations more experienced in public policy decision-making
and better prepared to contribute to their professions, their
communities, and the country.

Professor Daniel D. Joseph received the 1996 Professional
Achievement Award from the Alumni Association at the Illinois
Institute of Technology (IIT) during a special ceremony on
March 13, 1997. This award is given to IIT alumni based on
personal success, contributions to the individual's profession
and recognition from colleagues. Dr. Joseph received his B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D. in mechnical engineering from IIT and a MA in
sociology from the University of Chicago. He began his
academic career at the University of Minnesota in 1963 as an



assistant professor. He became a Professor in the Aerospace

Engineering and Mechanics Department in 1968, was named

the Russell J. Penrose Professor in 1991, and was selected as

Regents' Professor in 1994. Dr. Joseph holds seven patents, and

is the author of five books on fluid mechanics. In addition, he

has edited four books and published more than 240 technical

articles. He is currently associate editor of several journals and

magazines. He is a member of the National Academy of

Engineering, the National Academy of Sciences, and American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, and is a Fellow of the

American Physical Society.

Professor Roger Fosdick has accepted the position of Editor-in-

Chief of the Journal of Elasticity. He has been a member of the

board of editors since the journal was founded in 1971.
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The Aerospace Engineering Internship
Program
The Aerospace Engineering Internship Program provides
AEM students the opportunity to work in a professional
engineering setting during their junior and senior years.
Students apply for the program during Spring Quarter of their
sophomore year; accepted students are required to have a
good lower-division academic record. Specific Internship
opportunities are posted in Akerman Hall so that students may
prepare an employer specific cover letter and resume. This
information is then forwarded to the company representative
who uses it to select students for interview. The employer
hires the student and together they negotiate the student's
work schedule. Students receive academic technical elective
credit by registering for four two-credit "Industrial
Assignment" courses or two one-to-four credit "Summer
Employment" courses. Course grades are based on a technical
report describing the work experience.

Students participating in the AEM Internship Program gain
considerable insight into their future roles as Aerospace
Engineers. Most students mature considerably during their
work experiences and become very career focused. Many
students identify their area of technical speciality based on
their work experiences and select their upper-division
technical elective courses to match.

Companies participating in the AEM Internship Program also
benefit. Our academic program provides our students with a
solid background in the engineering fundamentals . Our
students make good workers, they are competent, honest,
dedicated and enthusiastic. Many employers use the program
as a primary source of selecting student graduates for
permanent professional positions. During the past few years,
our students have worked at companies such as Boeing, Cirrus
Design, Engineering Laboratory Design, Lockheed/Martin,
NASA, Northwest Airlines, Phoenix Solutions, and
Rosemount Aerospace. These companies assign our students
to interesting and significant engineering projects under the
direction of experienced engineers. Examples of such projects
are the following: preparing technical data to enable a small
general-aviation airplane manufacturer put a new product into
production, develop methodology for and write computer



code to solve a company specific problem, help study STS
TPS tile for high velocity impact damage, analyzing airline
fleet data to determine fuel-burn parameters, conduct wind
tunnel tests and calibrations on air-data probes.

If your company has an Internship Program and/or is
interested in setting up a program with us, please provide us
with information about your company (including company
contact person) at any of the following addresses.

Andrew Vano, Director AEM Intern Program  
Dept of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics  
University of Minnesota  
107 Akerman Hall, 110 Union Street SE  
Minneapolis, MN 55455  
Contact Dr. Vano via e-mail 
Telephone: 612/625-3867 On-Campus Office  
320/846-1661 Off-Campus Office
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Minnesota 
Space 
Grant 
Consortium

The Minnesota Space Grant Consortium (MnSGC) is one of
52 consortia, located in each of the 50 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico, sponsored by the NASA Space
Grant College and Fellowship Program. The lead institution
of the MnSGC is the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities,
which is responsible for administering the $205,000/year
grant for a total of ten academic affiliates in Minnesota. The
$205,000 is matched by contributions from the affiliates. The
Consortium is housed in the Department of Aerospace
Engineering and Mechanics under the directorship of William
L. Garrard, who is also the Head of AEM Department. Dr.
Randi Quanbeck is Program Coordinator. The ten academic
affiliates of the Consortium are Augsburg College, Bemidji
State University, Bethel College, College of St. Catherine,
Fond du Lac Tribal & Community College, Macalester
College, Normandale Community College, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, and the University of St. Thomas. The
state government affiliate is the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, Office of Aeronautics.

The purposes of the Space Grant are to promote education,
research and public outreach in the space sciences and
aerospace engineering. To these ends, the MnSGC has a
fellowship and scholarship program, provides limited funds
for research initiation, supports teacher enhancement
programs, develops higher education programs, and supports
programs to encourage women and minorities to pursue
careers in science and engineering. Some examples of our
programs include the development of Space Studies and
Space Science Minors, the development of laboratory
experiments for college physics classes, a space "Science
Across the Curriculum" Conference at the Science Museum of
MN, support of students ranging from freshmen to Ph.D.
candidates, and a summer computing camp for girls through
the IT Program for Women. Further information on the Space
Grant is available on the world-wide-web page at
http:/www.aem.umn.edu/msgc/; call (612) 626-9295 or send



an e-mail message to mnsgc@aem.umn.edu to request a
newsletter.

 Joseph Mueller's NASA Academy

Experience

High ability high-school students launch model rockets for
the Summer Explorations in Science, Engineering, and

Math. Jerry Brenden, AEM graduate student, and
Professor Garrard assisted the students.
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New Departmental Postdocs & Other

Academicians

Hyung Choi is a Postdoctoral Associate working with the
research team for Dr. Joseph's project on the lubricated
pipelining of bitumen froth. He completed his Ph.D. in
Mechanical Engineering at Seoul National University in
Seoul, Korea. His experience and research activities include
water lubricated pipelines and two-phase flow fluid mechanics
theories, as well as experience with FVM and with Non-
Newtonian fluid flow analysis, relating mainly to the injection
molding using VOF.

Peter (Yijian) Huang is a Postdoctoral Associate under
Professor Joseph. He has a strong background in
computational, theoretical and experimental research in fluid
mechanics, solid mechanics, multiphase flows, viscoelastic
fluid dynamics, along with other research interests. Since
1991, Dr. Huang had worked with Professor Joseph as a
teaching and research assistant. He received his Ph.D. in
Mechanics from the University of Minnesota in January,
1997.

David Kolman received a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering
from the University of Minnesota in February, 1997. He is a
Postdoctoral Associate, as part of a research group working
with Professor Candler on his project using computational
fluid dynamics methods, modeling and analysis of plasma
flows and high-temperature gas dynamics, chemical kinetics
modeling and high-performance computing.

Ying Nan received his Ph.D. in Flight Dynamics and Control
from Northwestern Polytechnical University in the People's
Republic of China. Professor Zhao chose him as a
Postdoctoral Associate to participate in his research project on
trajectory optimization methods. Dr. Nan had completed
research projects in optimal design of resistance-distribution
trajectory and fault-tolerant navigation theory of space shuttle
in atmosphere; the optimization of two stage reusable space
transportation systems with airbreathing propulsion; the
optimal trajectories and control of manned vehicle based on
the parallel algorithm; as well as other similarily related
research projects.



Joseph Olejniczak, a 1997 Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering, is
a Postdoctoral Associate working with Professor Candler on
his research project with upwind-finite-volume methods and
programming for parallel computers; CM-FORTRAN and/or
Message Passing Interface programming; and, high-
temperature gas dynamics. Dr. Olejniczak has done graduate
research on chemically reacting high-speed flows, doing both
experimental and computational work. He has worked in
programming upwind finite-volume methods on both vector
and parallel computers, programming in CM-FORTRAN and
has studied Message Passing Interface programming.

Neelesh Patankar received his Ph.D. in Mechanical
Engineering and Applied Mechanics, from the University of
Pennsylvania in July of 1997. He is a Postdoctoral Associate
for Professor Joseph as part of his research team on a project
on the lubricated pipelining of bitumen froth. Dr. Patankar has
a strong background in fluid mechanics, heat transfer and
solid mechanics. He has extensive experience with
numerically solving the convection-diffusion equations
encountered in fluid mechanics and heat transfer using the
Control Volume method.

Michael Wright received his Ph.D. in Aerospace Engineering
from the University of Minnesota in June, 1997. He joined
Professor Candler's research team as a Postdoctoral Associate
on a research project dealing with the development of
computational fluid dynamics methods for the simulation of
planetary entry flows. Dr. Wright's graduate research topic
was the development of a family of parallel finite volume
methods for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. He
has also developed implicit finite volume methods for both
perfect gas and high-temperature reacting flows, and has
experience programming in CM-FORTRAN on the CM-5,
and with message-passing using MPI.
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News About Our Faculty

(Biographical information on our professors can be found at
our Faculty Information Page.)

Amy Alving gave a talk at the APS Fluid Dynamics meeting
on thin films and was session chair for turbulent boundary
layers. She gave an invited talk at NASA-Ames and at Boeing
on turbulent boundary layers and effects of riblets on lift. In
addition, she was appointed as a member of the Army Science
Board.

Gary Balas gave invited talks at the 1997 AIAA Guidance,
Navigation and Control Conference in New Orleans and
American Control Conference in Santa Fe in June and the 2nd
IFAC Symposium on Robust Control Design in Budapest in
June 1997.

Graham Candler gave invited lectures at Princeton University
in September 1996 and the University of Maryland in
February 1977. He also gave invited papers at the 35th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences meeting and exhibit in Reno, January
1997 and at the 32nd AIAA Thermophysics Conference,
Atlanta, June 1997.

Roger Fosdick was appointed this year to a three-year term on
the Board of Editors of the SIAM, Journal on Applied
Mathematics, and has accepted a proposal to take over as the
Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Elasticity, a major
international journal in the field of solid mechanics. He was
also awarded a C.N.R (Italian National Science Foundation)
Visiting Research Professorship at the Dipartimento di
Ingegneria Strutturale, Universita di Bari.

Professor Fosdick was on quarter leave during the spring
quarter, 1997. He visited the Istituto di Scienza delle
Costruzioni at the Universita di Pisa for part of the time and
was a C.N.R. Visiting Professor in the Dipartimento di
Ingegneria Strutturale at the Politecnico di Bari for part of the
time. He gave research lectures and continued his joint
collaboration with these two Italian schools in the area of
continuum mechanics.

Professor Fosdick has been invited to speak at the "Second
Euroconference and International Symposium on Material



Instabilities in Deformation and Fracture", August 31-
September 5, 1997, to be held in the University of
Thessaloniki and Porto Carras.

Professor Fosdick also has been invited to give talks at the
University of Houston and Texas A&M in October, 1997. One
of his PhD students, Adair Aguiar, presented some of their
joint work at the 1997 joint ASME/ASCE/SES summer
meeting in June at Northwestern University.

William Garrard presented a paper at the 14th Aerodynamic
Decelerator Systems Technology Conference and Seminar in
San Francisco, and will present a paper at the Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference in New Orleans, August 1997.
Professor Garrard was reappointed as Department Head for an
additional five year term.

Richard James served on the Advisory Board for the new
NSF Center, The Mesoscale Interfacial Mapping Project, at
Carnegie Mellon University. He also served on the C-3 hiring
committee for the new Max Planck Institute, "Mathematics
and The Sciences" in Leipzig. He agreed to be on the Editorial
Advisory Board for the Journal of the Mechanics and Physics
and Solids a premiere journal in the field of solid mechanics.
He gave invited lectures at the University of Arizona,
Michigan State University, the University of Minnesota (AEM
Department), the Institute for Mathematics and its
Applications, the University of Oxford, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, the Applied Mathematics Workshop for Materials
Science and Industrial Applications, the SPIE Conference on
Smart Structures and Materials in San Diego, the Workshop
on the Relation between Atomic and Continuum Theory at
CalTech and the Piezoelectrics Planning Workshop in
Washington, D. C. He was on the Program Committee of the
SIAM Conference on Mathematical Methods in Materials
Science, gave several talks there, and organized a
minisymposium with Perry Leo on Active Thin Films. He was
pleased to give a lecture and take part in the celebration,
"Dynamic Deformation and Failure mechanics of Materials",
held at CalTech in honor of the 60th birthday of Rodney J.
Clifton. A paper he co-authored in 1994, "Restrictions on
Microstructure" was chosen for Featured Review in Math
Reviews.

Perry Leo gave invited talks at Arizona State, UCLA and
Northwestern, as well as at the Winter 1996 meeting of the
Materials Research Society and the Spring 1997 SIAM
meeting on Mathematics and Materials Science. Professor Leo
was also elected as a Key Reader for the Journal of
Metallurgical and Materials Transactions.

Ellen Longmire gave invited lectures at the California Institute
of Technology, Tufts University, the University of Colorado,
and Stanford University. She was also an invited panelist for



an Alumni/Faculty Forum at Princeton University on
Technological Developments in Aerospace.

Thomas Lundgren presented a paper at the IUTAM
Symposium in Tobago in 1997.
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Other News.......

Several students from our department were part of the

University of Minnesota's Solar Vehicle Project team for

1996- 97. The Aerodynamics Team was headed by senior

Aaron MacMillin, and included AEM students Ryan Grosse,

Michael Olson, Brian Ulman, and Bill Washabaugh.

MacMillin oversaw the design and computational fluid

dynamic analysis of the body, and was the composite

manufacturing coordinator. The Solar Vehicle Project
provides our students with "real world" design, engineering,
and time management experience in a team setting. This
"hands on" education gives them a leg up on the
competition when job hunting.

Photo of the Aurora3 crossing the finish line, from
Sunrayce 97.

Recently, the Aurora
3 

competed in Sunrayce 97, a biennial

intercollegiate solar-powered car race which follows a 1,250-

mile course from Indianapolis, Ind. to Ft. Collins, Colorado.

The course is covered in 9 races over 10 days and the

cumulative time determines the winner. The University of

Minnesota placed 2nd in Sunrayce '95; making them one of

three teams who automatically qualified for this year's race.

MacMillin reported that the Aurora
3
 received "much attention

from other top teams regarding our aerodynamic treatment of



the wheels. Bill Washabaugh designed the wheel fairings
which almost cut our power consumption in half."

Although technical problems in the fifth race marred their
overall time, they came back with the fastest time in race six,
and continued on to finish 11th out of 36 teams. The overall
winner was California State University - Los Angeles, who
averaged 43:29 mph over the entire distance, followed closely
by MIT.

 
 

Aurora
3
 computational fluid dynamics (CFD) images were

created by EDS using VSAero. EDS provided this service

as part of their Sunrayce97 sponsorship.
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Recent Research Projects of AEM
Professors
For more detailed information on some of these projects,
please see our Department's research page.

Advanced Research Projects Agency

Parallel Scalable Libraries for Large-Scale Applications  
A. Sameh, L. Petzold, Y. Saad & Tayfun Tezduyar

American Chemical Society

Control of Particle-Laden Flows with Ceramic Actuators  
Ellen Longmire

Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Active Thin Films  
Richard James & Mitchell Luskin

Analysis, Design, and Computation of Active Materials  
Richard James &  
Mitchell Luskin

Application of Linear Parameter Varying Control Methods to

Aerospace Systems (with CalTech)  
Gary Balas

Magnetostriction of Martensite  
Richard James

Measurement of Vibrational Nonequilibrium Reaction Rates

(with CalTech) 

Graham Candler

Robust Nonlinear Control Theory as the Applications to

Aerospace Vehicles (with CalTech)  
Gary Balas

Simulation of Turbulent Hypersonic Flows  
Graham Candler

Army Research Laboratory



Army High Performance Computing Research Center  
Tayfun Tezduyar

Army High Performance Computing Research Center

Advanced Flow Simulation and Modeling  
Tayfun Tezduyar

High Performance Computation of Compressible Flows,
Turbulent Flows  
Graham Candler

Army Research Office

Advanced Methods for Interceptor Flow Simulations 
Graham Candler

Aerodynamic Dissemination (Shock Tube) 
Daniel Joseph & Gordon Beavers

Break-up of Viscoelastic Liquids in High-Speed Air Flow 
Daniel Joseph

Finite Element Computation of the Dynamics of Large Ram
Air Parachutes 
William Garrard & Tayfun Tezduyar

New HPC Techniques for Finite Element Simulation of Large
Ram Air Parachutes 
Tayfun Tezduyar & William Garrard

Numerical Simulation of Atmospheric Pressure Air Plasmas
(with Stanford University)  
Graham Candler

Simulation of Nonequilibrium AeroThermo Chemistry Using 
Continuum and Particle Methods  
Graham Candler

Simulation of TMD Flowfields 
Graham Candler

Three Problems in Fluid Dynamics 
Daniel Joseph

Two-Phase Flows of Rheologically Complex Fluids
Daniel Joseph

Virtual Fluid-Object Interaction Laboratory (Army/DURIP) 
Tayfun Tezduyar and Andrew Johnson

Baylor College of Medicine

Respiratory System Mechanics 
Theodore Wilson



Center for Interfacial Engineering

Modeling of Articular Cartilage  
Perry H.Leo

Electric Power Research Institute

Particle-Turbulence Interactions Near Walls  

Ellen Longmire

The Hoechst-Celanese Company

Study of Spinning Rod Interfacial Tensionometer used to
Measure Polymer Bands Daniel Joseph

Minnesota Department of Trasportation

Automated Route Planning and Optimizing Software 

Maria Gini and Yiyuan Zhao

Dynamics and Stability of Capsules in Pipeline
Transportation 

Yiyuan Zhao and Daniel Joseph

System Design in Pipeline Transportation 

Yiyuan Zhao, Thomas Lundgren and Daniel Joseph

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Aeroacoustics in Turbulent High-Speed Jets (Ames) 
Thomas Lundgren

Aircraft Scheduling and Conflict Resolution in Air Traffic
Management (Ames) 
Yiyuan Zhao

Computational Methods for Simulation of Hypersonic Re-
Entry Flows (Langley) 
Graham Candler

Economic Analysis of a Mach 4 Transport (Langley) 
William Garrarand and Andrew Vano

Finite Element Computation of Compressible Flows with
Particular Emphasis on Blunt Geometrics, Wake Flows, and
Unsteady Behavior (Johnson) 
Tayfun Tezduyar

Large Scale Turbulent Structure in Supersonic Jets (Ames) 
Thomas Lundgren

The Minnesota Space Grant College Consortium (NASA
Headquarters) 
William Garrard



Nonlinear Fedback Control of Aircraft Propulsion Systems
(Lewis)
William Garrard and Gary Balas

Optimal Takeoff Procedures for Category A. Helicopters
(Ames) 
Yiyuan Zhao

Parallel 3D Computation of Fluid Dynamics and Fluid-
Structure Interactions of Ram-Air Parachutes (Johnson) 
Tayfun Tezduyar

Robust System Identification and Validation for Control
(Langley) 
Gary Balas

Studies of Trajectory Synthesis Methods and Trajectory
Sensitivity in Air Traffic Management (Ames)
Yiyuan Zhao

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NIH)

Respiratory Action of the Intercostal Muscles 
Theodore Wilson

National Science Foundation

Cavitation in a Flowing Liquid 
Daniel Joseph

Direct Simulation of the Motion 
of Particles in Flowing Liquid  
Daniel Joseph & Ahmed Sameh

Engineering Research Equipment: Drum Camera and
Holography 
Gordon Beavers, Daniel Joseph & Ellen Longmire

Experimental, Analytical and Computational Study of
Nematic Optical Elastomers 
Richard James

Experiments in Particle-Laden and Buoyancy Driven Flows  
Ellen Longmire

Interfaces with Structure: Kinetics, Nucleation,
Microstructures, Topological Transactions 
Lev Truskinovsky

Loss of Coherence and Formation of Incoherent Structures at
Crystalline Interfaces 
Perry Leo

Measurements of Crack Tip and Microstructural Strains in
Single Crystals 



Thomas Shield

Modeling of Disperse Multiphase Flows  
Tayfun Tezduyar

Nonlinear Control of Systems with Relative Equilibria  
Thomas Posbergh

Nonlocal Models in the Mechanics of Materials 
Roger Fosdick

Numerical Methods for Very Large, Sparse Dynamical
Systems 
Daniel Boley (CSCI) & Gary Balas

Robust Structural Control for Hazard Mitigation Using
Probable and Possible Models 
Gary Balas & William Garrard

Studies of Two-Phase Flows of Solids and Liquids 
Daniel Joseph & Thomas 
Lundgren

Transitions and Defects in Ordered Materials 
Richard James

Transitions and Defects in Ordered Materials 
Richard James & Mitchell Luskin

Undergraduate Internship in High Performance Computing in
Fluid Dynamics 
Tayfun Tezduyar & D. Truhlar

Office of Naval Research

Basic Research on the Improvement of Magnetostrictive and
Shape Memory Alloys 
Richard James & Thomas Shield

Novel High Performance 
Magnetoferro-Elastic Actuators (with DARPA)  
Richard James & Thomas Shield

Packard Fellowship  
Packard Fellowship in Science and Engineering 
Amy Alving

The Pillsbury Company  
Rheology of Bread Dough 
Daniel Joseph

Syncrude LTD of Canada

Lubricated Pipeline of Bitumen Froth 
Daniel Joseph



Pipeline Transportation of Bitumen-Froth in Core-Annular
Flow Mode  
Daniel Joseph
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Senior Capstone Design Class

Senior Design Mission Statement

A big change occurred in the senior design class for the 1996-

97 academic year. Instead of continuing work on the Reusable

Launch Vehicle (RLV) and the BD-5, the design class

developed a two stage radio controlled rocket and aircraft. The

first stage had to be a propeller driven aircraft with enough

power to carry the second stage rocket powered aircraft. After

obtaining a height of 500 feet above ground level, the rocket

would launch from the aircraft and climb to an altitude of

1500 feet. The rocket would then take a picture of a ground

target. Both vehicles had to be recoverable.

Structures, Stage I:

Jessica Gallagher, Aaron Macmillin, Rich Meyer, Tom

Polachek, Erik Swedberg, and Kevin Walker

Stage II:

Nate Rice, Krystyna Shudy, and Tony Wong

The structures groups developed and tested the wing structure.

Analytical tools such as PRO-ENGINEER and ANSYS were

used to model the wing. The Stage I wing was constructed out

of foam and fiber glass composite, while the stage II wing

used the traditional wood spar and rib structure. After the wing

structures were constructed, each wing was tested to failure,

and the results were analyzed.

Aerodynamics, Stage I:



Bernard Calamug, Terence Loo, Helen Lee, Marc Walker, and
Andreas Mediavilla.

Stage II:

Mary Hayden, Matt Myers, Giang Nguyen, Bill Washabaugh,
and Shawn Williams

The aerodynamic groups made the wind tunnel models and
developed a test matrix. The test matrix included scenarios for
stage I engine out, control surface effectiveness, lift and drag
profiles, and stability and control within the flight envelope.

Flight Controls:

Kristen Alberts, Brian Damiani, Jake Hageman, Michael M.
Ondrey Jr. and William Spetch

The main goal for the flight control group was the
development of a control system for the Stage II rocket
powered vehicle. Through out winter and spring quarter, the
controls group developed simulations of the trajectory, and
programmed a tattletale controller for the rocket flight. The
result was a closed loop control system that would keep the
vehicle on its trajectory.

Model Construction:

Daniel Anderson, Brian Damiani, Jake Hageman, Aaron
Macmillin, Rich Meyer, Matt Myers, Michael M. Ondrey Jr.,
Mark Oreschnick, Nate Rice, and Kazutaka Takahashi

The main goal of this group was the construction and flight of
the two stage vehicle. Stage I was divided into wing
fabrication, fuselage construction, stabilizer construction, and
internal layout of components. Stage II consisted of vehicle
construction, recovery systems, and control systems. The
construction process took most of spring quarter.



Sethna Lecture

The Sethna Lecture was delivered by Professor Robert
Moser, from the Department of Theoretical and Applied

Mechanics at the University of Illinois - Urbana/Champaign

on April 4, 1997. Professor Moser is internationally

recognized for his development and use of direct numerical

simulations to study fundamental aspects of turbulence. He

was awarded the NASA Medal for Exceptional Scientific

Achievement in 1995. His lecture entitled, Investigating

Similarity in Turbulent Plane Wakes, was very well received.

An abstract of his talk follows:

It has been recognized for some time that certain

turbulent free shear flows, in particular plane

wakes, may have growth rates and turbulence

statistics that differ from experiment to

experiment, depending on the details of how the

flow is created. These differences have been

observed to persist into the "far wake" where the

flow appears to be self-similar, though there

continues to be debate as to whether the

differences are permanent or a long lived

"transient." While we cannot currently settle this

debate, there are many things that can be learned

about nonuniqueness of similarity states and its

causes, whether permanent or not. In this talk, we



will explore the implications of such
nonuniqueness using a careful, though
elementary, similarity analysis of the mean and
Reynolds stress equations of a plane wake, and
some possible causes through the study of direct
numerical simulation results. Among the
noteworthy results of this investigation are that, at
least to the level of the Reynolds stress equations,
a family of similarity states parameterized by the
growth rate are allowed, and that different states
can indeed be accessed by manipulating the
initial conditions of the wake. Furthermore, it is
possible to scale out much of the magnitude
variation in various statistical quantities using
factors of the growth rate, but significant
variations in profile shape remain. Finally, it is
noted that simulated wakes with differing growth
rates have distinctly different large-scale
structural features.

The observed nonuniqueness poses problems for
turbulence prediction (modeling) since common
models may not even be sensitive to the
controlling differences in the initial conditions. It
also presents an opportunity for flow
manipulation, since the effects of initial
conditions appear to persist well into the far
wake.
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Special Seminar for Students

Vice Admiral Richard Truly gave a special lecture to students
on, Space Shuttle: From Drawing Board to Flight Test to
Accident Recovery, on October 17. This lecture was open to
all students. Admiral Truly was command pilot for the space
shuttle, Director of NASA, and is currently Vice President of
Georgia Institute of Technology and Director of the Georgia
Tech Research Institute. Truly's astronaut career included
work in the Air Force's Manned Orbiting Laboratory program,
and NASA's Apollo, Skylab, Apollo-Soyuz and Space Shuttle
programs. He piloted the 747/Enterprise approach and landing
tests in 1987 and lifted off in November 1981 as pilot aboard
Columbia, the first shuttle to be reflown into space,
establishing a world circular orbit altitude record. He
commanded the Challenger in August-September 1983, the
first night launch/landing mission. In addition, he was called
back to NASA in 1986 and led the accident investigation of
the Challenger accident. He spearheaded the painstaking
rebuilding of the Space Shuttle, including winning approval of
President Reagan and the Congress for the building of
Endeavor to replace the lost Challenger. Under his leadership,
NASA matured the Space Shuttle, solidified Space Station
plans, and initiated new space science and aeronautics
programs. He initiated major acquisition reforms and
significantly streamlined the agency. He continually placed a
very strong emphasis on NASA's math and science
educational programs. Admiral Truly is active in national and
community affairs and was appointed to the Board of Visitors



to the U.S. Naval Academy by President Clinton and to the
Department of Defense Policy Board and the Army Science
Board. During his visit at the University, he met with faculty
members, the senior design class and attended a luncheon
with faculty and students from the Department.
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The Changing Environment of Higher

Education

The University of Minnesota is not alone in facing an

environment of increasing financial challenges. The following

is an excerpt from a report published by the American Council

on Education (El-Khawas, Elaine and Linda Knopp, Campus
Trends 1996, Washington, DC: ACE, 1996.):

The Institutional Context:

· Nearly two-thirds of all public institutions receive less state

financial support than they did ten years ago.

· Six in ten institutions now have a more diversified financial

base.

· Only 40 percent of administrators gave strong ratings to the

overall financial condition of their institutions this year, down

from 48 percent seven years ago.

· Nearly one-quarter of all public colleges and universities

described their financial condition as "fair" or "poor."

· About 80 percent of institutions increased their enrollment

over the last decade. About 40 percent increased their

enrollment in 1996.

· Eight in ten institutions collaborate more extensively with

other colleges and universities than they did ten years ago.

Most also reported greater competition with other institutions,

both for students and for funding.

Changes in Programs and Students:

· For half of all institutions, increased attention to teaching

and learning ranked among their most significant program

changes in the last decade.

· Most institutions more closely evaluate and review their

academic programs than they did ten years ago.

· Increased use of technology has become a major focus.



· However, only 29 percent gave strong ratings to their ability
to keep up with the latest technological advances.

· About 20 percent of institutions have a smaller faculty today
than they did a year ago.

· Twenty-three percent expect to decrease the size of their
faculty over the next five years.

· Both public and private institutions have about the same
tenure proportions today as they had in 1988.

· One-quarter of institutions have full-time faculty positions
that are not on the tenure track. Such positions make up about
15 percent of faculty at four-year institutions.

· For most institutions, today's students include more adult
learners, more part-time students, and more ethnic and racial
minorities than a decade ago.

· Nearly six in ten institutions reported an increase in the
number of students from low-income backgrounds.

· At more than two-thirds of institutions, students now take
longer to complete a degree.

· Nearly three-quarters of institutions said that their students
are more career-oriented than they were ten years ago.

· Almost all colleges and universities offer unpaid internships;
two-thirds offer paid internships.

· Nearly eight in ten colleges and universities enroll a larger
number of students who hold jobs while attending school than
they did a decade ago.
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MY SUMMER TO REMEMBER: THE
NASA ACADEMY EXPERIENCE

by Joseph B. Mueller, AEM Senior,  
1997 NASA Academy Participant

Joseph, second from left, with other NASA Academy
Participants

"To separate the real from the imagined..." These are

the famous words of Hugh L. Dryden, a great pioneer

in the science of aerospace. Years ago, he spoke to

them with the excitement of a scientist inspiring his

peers toward a new way of thinking. Today, those

words carry a special meaning in the hearts and minds

of five very fortunate college students, as they now

reflect on a summer encounter with the NASA

Academy in Aeronautics at the Dryden Flight Research

Center. As one of those fortunate five, I was extremely

proud and humbled to represent the University of

Minnesota in such a classy program. Seemingly unreal,

and at times unimaginable, my experiences with the

NASA Academy were incredibly rewarding, on both

the professional and the personal levels.

Simply put, the NASA Academy is intended to be

"something more" than the usual student internship at

NASA. First established in 1993 at the Goddard Space

Flight Center by Dr. Gerald Soffen, the Academy was

based on the "principal of education through

opportunity." Dr. Soffen wanted to provide promising

students with an atmosphere of unlimited potential and

then just "see what happens." The NASA Academy is

unique in another respect in that it serves two distinct

purposes: to provide its students with the technical

rigor to expand their engineering know-how, as well as



rigor to expand their engineering know-how, as well as
the social opportunities to develop leadership skills.
This second aspect of leadership development adds a
dimension to the summer experience which
undoubtedly remains with the students for the rest of
their lives.

Since its first year at the Goddard Space Flight Center,
the NASA Academy has spread to three more centers:
Marshall, Ames, and the center which I attended,
Dryden. This was the first year for an intensive, ten
week long, summer program to be held at Dryden. In
this pioneering effort, Dominick Andrisani, a professor
from the School of Aeronautics and Astronautics at
Purdue University, led our group of five Research
Associates as the Dean of our Academy. The Dryden
Academy is slightly unusual, in that it consisted of
only five members, as compared with Goddard's
twenty-three. But then again, Dryden is a little unusual
itself.

Found within Edwards Air Force Base, in the dry heat
of the Mojave Desert out in central California, Dryden
abounds with uniqueness. Claiming cloudless skies
and natural runways, the desert environment which
surrounds Dryden renders near perfect conditions for
flying. And that's what Dryden is all about: flying! In
1947, Chuck Yeager broke the sound barrier at Dryden.
Today, the center is home to astronauts and test-pilots
Gordon Fullerton and Bill Dana, as well as Marta
Bohn-Meyer, national aerobatics champion and the
only woman to ever fly the SR-71 Blackbird. In short,
working at Dryden was both a learning experience and
a lesson in history each and every day.



Not only did I learn quite a bit about Dryden and the

NASA Academy, but I also soaked my brain for ten

weeks in the subject of dynamics and controls.

Working in the Controls branch with Joseph W. Pahle,

my Principal Investigator, I spent ten interesting weeks

on my project: Validating Linear Models of the F-18

HARV. The HARV, which stands for High Angle

Research Vehicle, was an important recent undertaking

within NASA that examined the flight control effects

associated with thrust vectoring. With the ability to

alter the direction of the thrust force produced by the

F-18's two powerful engines, this aircraft could sustain

flight at extremely high angles of attack, making it

much more maneuverable than a conventional F-18.

Unfortunately, these high angles of attack added

complexity to the aerodynamics, causing the system to

behave with strong non-linear characteristics.

Creating a linear model from a non-linear system is

sort of like comparing a Volkswagen Bug with a

Ferrari—they're both cars, but they behave quite

differently. As an added challenge, my specific task

was to apply linear models that were modeled at

conditions other than actual flight conditions. I was to

test the range over which these linear models were

valid, and attempt to qualitatively discern the causes of

their eventual inaccuracy. Given the nature of my

project and its emphasis on



Recipients of Undergraduate Student
Awards 1996-7

Boeing Scholarship Awardees:

Derek Gefroh and Joseph Mueller

R. Minkin Aerospace Engineering Scholarship Awardees

Jenny Cordina, Ryan Spice, and Emily Eelkema

Boeing Scholarship (left to right): Joseph Mueller, Dr.
William Garrard, Derek Gefroh



Minkin Award (left to right): Jenny Cordina, Dr. Perry Leo,

Emily Eelkema, Ryan Spice

AEM Program Support: IT Undergraduate Assistant
Scholarship Awardees

Erick Swanson, Benjamin Wagner, and Chad Martin

NASA Summer Academy Participant

Joseph Mueller / NASA Dryden Research Center

Other Undergraduate Notes

Kazutaka Takahashi (BAEM, 1997) will enter the graduate

program in Aerospace Engineering at MIT in September, 1997.

The 1996-97 AIAA Student Officers were: Mark Oreschnik,

President; Bill Spetch, Vice President; Karrie Breit, Treasurer,

Brian Damiani, Secretary
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